
Bridal Bouquet
3-5 golden mustard roses, reflexed

3 yellow stock

5-6 quicksand roses

3-6 white lisianthus buds, reflexed

Sprigs of thistle

4-6 blue delphinium

sprigs of gunni eucalyptus, baby eucalyptus,

and leatherleaf

Bridesmaid Bouquet
1 golden mustard roses

2 yellow stock

3 quicksand roses

2 white lisianthus buds, reflexed

sprigs of thistle

sprigs of white mini carnations

2 blue delphinium

sprigs of gunni eucalyptus, baby eucalyptus,

and leatherleaf

Bouts & Corsages
Sprigs of thistle, mini carnations, and your favorite

greenery. Lisianthus buds also work well!
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Recipes for Pacific
Gold Packages

2 Large Ceremony Urns or 
2 Large Foam Cages for Arch

Per urn or cage:

1o blue delphinium

12 quicksand roses

6 golden mustard roses,

reflexed

1 bunch leatherleaf

1 bunch gunni eucalyptus

1 bunch baby eucalyptus

10 Centerpieces with
5-6" Vase Diameter

1-2 golden mustard roses

2 yellow stock

2-3 quicksand roses

2-3 white lisianthus buds, reflexed

sprigs of thistle

2 blue delphinium

Sprigs of gunni eucalyptus, baby

eucalyptus, and leatherleaf



25-30 Mason Jars 
-or-

3-4" Vase Diameter
1 golden mustard rose

1 yellow stock

1 white lisianthus bud, reflexed

sprigs of thistle

1 blue delphinium

Sprigs of gunni eucalyptus, baby

eucalyptus, and leatherleaf

Each one may look a little bit different.

60-70 Bud Vases

12 golden mustard roses

20 yellow stock

25 quicksand roses

30 white lisianthus

2 bunches thistle

20 blue delphinium

2 bunches baby eucalyptus

2 bunches gunni eucalyptus

2 bunches leatherleaf

Each one will look different. We average

2-3 blooms per bud vase and a sprig of

greenery. These are the flowers allotted

for bud vases:
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Special Care Notes

Special Flower Care Notes for Items
Specific to this Package

Reflexed Roses and Lisianthus: Reflexing your roses and lisianthus is a

baller florist move! Not only does it create visual  interest, it makes your

product larger which gets you more bang for your buck! Do this right

before you pull those flowers into your design. This is really helpful with

golden mustard and cappuccino roses because their heads are slightly

small. Check out how to reflex on this page. 

Delphinium: Delphinium can shed pretty easily, so do not be alarmed if

you find buds on the floor. As a whole, it isn't a long-lasting flower. Keep it

in a cool location and do not overcrowd during prep. Because delphinium

stems can be extremely long, it's possible to cut it in half and make 2

stems out of one. However, you'll need to hid the blunt ends by cutting

them short and at an angle.

Thistle: Thistle comes with one main stem with many buds. It's best to cut

it apart and disperse. Snip the lowest bud(s) for bouts/corsages!

Bug Nibbles: Remember that you are working with unprocessed greenery,

so you may find some leaves that have been munched. Just snip those

away! Nibbles are typically found on seeded euc and salal.

Eucalyptus: Seeded eucalyptus is off crop and unavailable from late

March to June. Gunni eucalyptus typically has tender growth ends (tips)

that shrivel and should be snipped or pinched off. This is normal and to be

expected with this greenery.

Fresh Blue Design Master and Ribbon: Light blues can sometimes be

hard to see and understated when mixed with blueish eucalyptus. If you

want the light blue to be more front page then we recommend having a

can of Blue Design Master on hand to darken the blue flowers or paint

greenery. Blue ribbon can also greatly help set the tone of the color

palette!

https://flowermoxie.com/pages/flower-tutorials

